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Hollywood Glamour...Revisited

With its inspiration rooted in

France's Post Moderne era and

the North American Art Deco

period, this classic

nouveau collection

features quarter-cut

mahogany veneers,

jewelry inspired hardware

design in aged sterling, and

finished in Leda’s soft,

sophisticated Retro Mahogany

finish, styled to fit any decor.

Sophisticated and elegant.

Reminiscent of the by-gone

era. Wealth, affluence, tuxedos

and evening gowns in grand

salons with the elegance of

Hollywood Glamour.
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#42-211  Mirror
- Mirror in wooden frame

Dimensions: W H

35 45 in.
89 114 cm

#42-200  Dresser
- Bow-front design
- 12 drawers, including a jewelry tray insert
- Jewelry-inspired hardware design

Dimensions: W D H

72 22 38 in.
183 56 97 cm
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#42-230  Night Table
- Bow-front design
- 3 drawers
-  Jewelry-inspired hardware design

Dimensions: W D H
30 19 30 in.
76 48 76 cm

#42-240  Queen Panel Bed
- Includes a Slat Suspension System

Dimensions: W D H
66 86 53 in.

168 218 135 cm

#42-250  King Panel Bed
- Includes a Slat Suspension System

Dimensions: W D H
84 86 53 in.

213 218 135 cm
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#42-200  Dresser
- Bow-front design
- 12 drawers, including a jewelry tray insert
- Jewelry-inspired hardware design

Dimensions:  W D H
72 22 38 in.

183 56 97 cm

#42-211  Mirror
- Mirror in wooden frame

Dimensions: W H
35 45  in.
89 114  cm
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#42-245  Queen Metal Bed
- Brushed nickel solid metal headboard & footboard.

Dimensions: W D H
64 84 62 in.

163 213 157 cm

#42-220  Armoire
- 2 adjustable/removable wooden shelves
- TV Opening: 43"w x 44"h
- Features pre-wired Television cable power bar.

Dimensions: W D H
48 24 82 in.

122 61 208 cm.
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#42-255  King Metal Bed
- Brushed nickel solid metal headboard

& footboard.
Dimensions: W D H

82 84 62 in.
208 213 157 cm

#42-230  Night Table
- Bow-front design
- 3 drawers
- Jewelry-inspired hardware design

Dimensions: W D H
30 19 30 in.
76 48 76 cm
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#42-220  Armoire
- 2 adjustable/removable wooden shelves
- TV Opening:43"w x 44"h
- Features pre-wired TV cable power bar.

Dimensions: W D H
48 24 82 in.

122 61 208 cm.
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#42-180 Bunching Curios
- Full-size contoured glass doors
- 4 adjustable glass shelves w/ plate grove
- Mirrored back
- Multi-setting touch-hinge halogen lighting

Dimensions: W D H
39 17 82 in.
99 43 208 cm.
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#42-122  60” Round Table
- 1-pc top, does not extend
- Brushed pewter base cap details

Dimensions: L W H
60 60 30 in.

152 152 76 cm.

#42-132  Side Chair
- Shown with fabric: Irresistable Parchment

Dimensions: W D H
21 18 37 in.
53 61 109 cm.

#42-142 Arm Chair
- Shown with fabric: Irresistable Parchment

Dimensions: W D H
25 18 37 in.
64 61 109 cm.
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#42-180 Bunching Curios
- Full-size contoured glass doors
- 4 adjustable glass shelves w/ plate grove
- Mirrored back
- Multi-setting touch-hinge halogen lighting

Dimensions: W D H
39 17 82 in.
99 43 208 cm.



#42-105  Sideboard
- Featuring veneer inlay details on the 4 doors.
- Felt-lined interior cutlery drawer behind
center doors

Dimensions: W D H
78 20 37 in.

198 51 94 cm.

#42-124  8-Leg Table
- Features 2 18” (46cm)

extension leaves
- Total opening: 108” (274 cm)

Dimensions: W D H
72 48 30 in.

183 122 76 cm.

#42-210 Mirror
- Beveled round mirror in

square wood frame
Dimensions: W H

35 35 in.
89 89 cm.
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#42-130  Side Chair
- shown with fabric: Irresistable Black

Dimensions: W D H
21 24 43 in.
53 61 109 cm.

#42-140  Arm Chair
- shown with fabric: Irresistable Black

Dimensions: W D H
25 24 43 in.
64 61 109 cm.
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#42-245  Queen Metal Bed 

- Brushed nickel solid metal bed 
64w     84d    62h  in.

163w   213d   157h  cm

#42-255  King Metal Bed
82w     84d     62h  in. 

208w   213d   157h  cm

Visual Index

#42-180 Bunching Curios

- Full-size contoured glass doors
- 4 adjustable glass shelves w/ plate grove
- MIrrored back
- Multi-setting touch-hinge halogen lighting
39w   17d     82h  in.
99w   43d   208h  cm.

#42-105  Sideboard 
78w   20d   37h  in.

198w   51d   94h  cm.

#42-124  8-Leg Table

- 2 x18” (46cm) extension leaves

- Total opening: 108” (274 cm)
72w     48d   30h  in.

183w   122d   76h  cm.

#42-130  Side Chair
21w   24d     43h  in.
53w   61d   109h  cm.

#42-140  Side Chair
25w   24d     43h  in.
64w   61d   109h  cm.

#41-122  60” Round Table

- 1-pc top, does not extend
- Brushed pewter base cap details

60w     60d   30h  in.
152w   152d   76h  cm.

#42-210  Mirror
- Beveled Round Mirror 

in Square Frame
35w   35h  in.
89w   89h  cm

#42-200  Dresser 
72w   22d   38h  in.

183w   56d   97h  cm

#42-211  Mirror

- Mirror in wooden frame
35w   45h  in.
89w  114h  cm

#42-220  Armoire

- 2 adjustable/removable wooden shelves
- TV Opening = 43"W x 44"H
- Features pre-wired Television cable

power bar.
48w     24d     82d  in.

122w    61d   208d  cm.

#42-240  Queen Panel Bed

- Includes a Slat Suspension System
66w     86d    53h  in.

168w   218d   135h  cm

#42-250  King Panel Bed 

- Includes a Slat Suspension System
84w     86d    53h   in.

213w   218d   135h  cm

#42-230  Night Table
30w   19d   30h  in.
76w   48d   76h  cm
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pg 9#42-132  Side Chair
21w   18d   37h  in.
53w   46d   94h  cm. 

#42-132  Side Chair
25w   18d   37h  in.
64w   46d   94h  cm.
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Wood Finish:
Leda Furniture maintains strict finishing requirements.
Talented craftsmen take extreme pride in the art of
finishing, including staining, padding, rubbing and
highlighting - all by hand. We are very careful to
formulate and apply each finish to exacting standards.
However color variations will occur because natural woods
vary in their reaction to finishing materials due to age,
grain pattern and raw wood tone.  The finish shown is
reproduced as accurately as printing techniques permit.

Leda Furniture Ltd. prides itself in manufacturing high quality furniture.  All materials used to craft our fine furniture are
carefully selected to ensure that each Leda heirloom will last for generations.

Along with quality materials, Leda also incorporates crafting methods and construction features that enhance our furniture
design.  This attention to detail adds quality and durability to the furniture, as well as convenience and adaptability for the
consumer’s needs.

Quality  Durability  Longevity

Dovetail Joinery:
Wedge-shaped projections on the
drawer panels interlock with
alternating grooves to produce a
tight and secure joint.

Drawer Runners:
Teflon strips installed in the drawer
opening ensuring an smooth an even
slide for the drawer.  These strips also
add to the cabinets’ sturdiness.

Adjustable Shelves:
Allow for easy and flexible storage
space and reorganization.

Accessory Trays:
Select cabinets include a
convenient and stylish tray
to store and protect jewelry,
valuables and assorted
silverware.

Dustproofing:
Wood separators installed between
each drawer to prevent dust from
entering through open spaces,
protecting belongings stored within.
These components also add to the
cabinet’s sturdiness.

Drawer Guides: wooden glides:
Installed underneath each drawer
designed to slide on top of the
drawer runner to provide quiet and
smooth drawer operation.

Integrated Power Supply:
Computer compatible cabinets and tv
armoires have built-in surge
protection power outlets and cable
connector, creating easy wire
management and power activation
when electronic components are
connected.

Solid Metal Hardware:
Leda Furniture casegoods
feature decorative solid
metal or brass hardware,
aesthetically pleasing to
touch and feel, with lasting
durability.

Retro Mahogany finish
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LEDA FURNITURE LTD.
350 Clayson Road,  Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  M9M 2H2

Tel: 416-745-9588 Fax: 416-745-1803 
email: info@ledafurniture.com    www.ledafurniture.com

This catalog is the property of Leda Furniture and is for the use of their authorized retailers.
Complete and/or partial reproduction without written consent from Leda Furniture management is prohibited.

Copyright MMVII.  Printed in Canada

Statement of Quality 
Leda has manufactured furniture since the
late 1960's, utilizing state of the art
technology, skills and craftsmanship.  Each
piece is made to exacting standards and of
the highest quality materials available.  All
pieces are inspected at numerous intervals
during the manufacturing process, including
a final inspection prior to packaging.

Despite our best efforts some imperfections
may occur once the furniture has had time to
settle after the manufacturing process.
These situations may require repairs and/or
part replacements

Leda Furniture selects glass and mirrors of
the highest quality to complement the
furniture. However the very best glass and
mirrors may have certain characteristics that
are inherent in the glass making process,
these include faint scratches, air bubbles
and pitted areas.  These minor allowable
marks do not detract from the beauty and
integrity of the product. 

Leda Furniture Ltd stands behind its product
in regard to manufacturing related issues
(materials, workmanship) for a period of one
year from date of shipment from our factory.

Caring for Astoria:
Wood Finish:
Leda finishes are resistant to most everyday
hazards, however some precautions are
necessary to maintain the beauty of your
furniture.
- dust regularly with a soft clean cloth,
slightly moistened with water, and dry
completely with a separate dry cloth, always
rubbing with the grain pattern. 
- avoid contact with harsh solvents, i.e.: hot
dishes, nail polish, alcohol and moisture.
- clean spills immediately.
- use pads when displaying accessories and
heated items on table and cabinet
- do not place furniture tops near heating
outlets, windows or direct sunlight. 

Decorative Hardware:
- clean with a soft damp cloth.
- avoid using harsh detergents or polish on
the hardware.

These practices will help your Leda Furniture
maintain its beauty and elegance for years to
come.

Note to Retailers:
All furniture photographed are available to qualified Leda
Furniture retailers.  Possession of this catalog does not
necessarily constitute authority to purchase, nor does the
furnishing of this catalog constitute an offer by Leda to
sell any or all of the items contained herein.

All photography, illustrations and specifications in this
catalog represent the most current product information
available at time of printing.  All information, product
design and product availability is subject to change
without notice.


